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#sakuatsu #osasuna // nsfw, orgy, semi-public sex
oikawa had invited everyone to his place for a party. it was a Friday night so no one could
have the excuse that they were busy.
once the twins, sakusa and suna got there, everyone was already there drinking and talking.
bokuto and kuroo were having a arm wrestling match, hinata and kageyama were arguing
about who was better at volleyball.
atsumu saw oikawa and walked up to him "hey kawa" oikawa turned around and put a big
smile on his face.
"tsumubabe! im so happy you could make it!"
they both hugged each other and talked for a little bit. "hey i wanted ta ask ya somethin'"
oikawa nodded "do ya have like a spare bedroom?"
oikawa looked confused "yeah why?" atsumu gave oikawa a devilish look then oikawa knew
exactly what he was talking about.
"oh~ you wanna use it?" atsumu giggled "yeah, sooo can i?" oikawa sighed "yeah yeah you
can, just don't make too much of a mess"
atsumu smiled, thanking oikawa then going back to kiyoomi. "he said we can use it" kiyoomi
smirked, he signaled to osamu to follow
them upstairs in a few minutes. osamu nodded then went back to talking. as kiyoomi and
atsumu were walking upstairs, atsumu started taking off his pants.
"you're that eager to fuck rin?" atsumu giggled "wouldn't ya want to?"
once they got into the spare bedroom. they heard
footsteps coming up the stairs and laughing. osamu and rin had entered the room.

"are ya guys ready~" atsumu said looking at rin. rin looked back, biting his bottom lip. "m'
ready when ya are"
rin then took off his pants and got on top of atsumu, kissing and biting his
neck, trying to find his sweetspot. while osamu got on top of kiyoomi, wrapping his arms
around his neck and kissing him.
it soon got heated between the four and they're clothes ended up on the ground
somewhere.
rin had atsumu turn around and bend over, aligning himself up,
while kiyoomi did the same.
now the twins were laying down next to each other, kiyoomi and rin slowly started thrusting
into them at the same time.
"ah rin~" atsumu put both hands on his ass, spreading it apart while osamu arched his back,
trying to take all of kiyoomi in.
"you think you can take it osamu?" osamu bit his lip and hummed in agreement.
~
rin and kiyoomi went faster, forcing the twins to stay down by holding they're wrists down
onto the bed and pounding into them.
they both looked at each other smiling because they knew they could get what they want
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